Abstract: Geometric conditions on general polygons are given in [9] in order to guarantee the error estimate for interpolants built from generalized barycentric coordinates, and the question about identifying sharp geometric restrictions in this setting is proposed. In this work, we address the question when the construction is made by using Wachspress coordinates. We basically show that the imposed conditions bounded aspect ratio property (barp), maximum angle condition (MAC) and minimum edge length property (melp) are actually equivalent to (MAC, melp), and if any of these conditions is not satisfied, then there is no guarantee that the error estimate is valid. In this sense, (MAC) and (melp) can be regarded as sharp geometric requirements in the Wachspress interpolation error estimate.
Introduction
Many and different conditions on the geometry of finite elements were required in order to guarantee optimal convergence in the interpolation error estimate. Some of them deal with interior angles like the maximum angle condition (maximum interior angle bounded away from π) and the minimum angle condition (minimum interior angle bounded away from ), but others deal with some lengths of the element like the minimum edge length property (the diameter of the element is comparable to the length of the segment determined by any two vertices) and the bounded aspect ratio property often called regularity condition (the diameter of the element and the diameter of the largest ball inscribed are comparable).
Classical results on general Lagrange finite elements consider the regularity condition [6] . On triangular elements, the error estimate holds under the minimum angle condition [16, 17] . However, on triangles, the minimum angle condition and the regularity condition are equivalent. From [4, 5, 10] we know that the weakest sufficient condition on triangular elements is the maximum angle condition. Some examples can be constructed in order to show that if a family of triangles does not satisfy the maximum angle condition, then the error estimate on these elements does not hold.
Recently, it was proved [3] that, for quadrilateral elements, the minimum angle condition (mac) is the weakest known geometric condition required to obtain the classical W ,p -error estimate, when ≤ p < , to any arbitrary order k greater than 1. Moreover, in this case, (mac) is also necessary. In [2, 3] it was proved that the double angle condition (any interior angle bounded away from zero and π) is a sufficient requirement to obtain the error estimate for any order and any p ≥ . When k = and ≤ p < , a less restrictive condition ensures the error estimate [1, 2] : the regular decomposition property (RDP). Property (RDP) requires that after dividing the quadrilateral into two triangles along one of its diagonals, each resultant triangle verifies the maximum angle condition and the quotient between the length of the diagonals is uniformly bounded.
This brief picture intends to show that the study of sharp geometric restrictions on finite elements under which the optimal error estimate remains valid is an interesting and active field of research.
In [9, 12] , geometric conditions on general polygons are given in order to guarantee the error estimate for interpolants built from generalized barycentric coordinates, and the question about identifying sharp geometric restrictions in this setting is proposed. In this work, we address the question for the first-order Wachspress interpolation operator.
We show that the three sufficient conditions considered in [9] (regularity condition, maximum angle condition and minimum edge length property) are actually equivalent to the last two since the regularity condition is a consequence of the maximum angle condition and the minimum edge length property. Then we exhibit families of polygons satisfying only one of these conditions and show that the interpolation error estimate does not hold for adequate functions. In this sense, the maximum angle condition and the minimum edge length property can be regarded as sharp geometric requirements to obtain the optimal error estimate.
This work is structured as follows: In Section 2, we introduce notation and exhibit some basic relationships between different geometric conditions on general convex polygons. Section 3 is devoted to recall Wachspress coordinates and some elementary results associated to them; a brief picture about error estimates for the first-order Wachspress interpolation operator is also given there. Finally, in Section 4, we present two counterexamples to show that (MAC) and (melp) are sharp geometric requirements under which the optimal error estimate is valid.
Geometric conditions
In order to introduce notation and formalize the requirements of each geometric condition, we give the following definitions. From now on, Ω will refer to a general convex polygon. (i) (Bounded aspect ratio property) We say that Ω satisfies the bounded aspect ratio property (also called regularity condition) if there exists a constant σ > such that
where ρ(Ω) is the diameter of the maximum ball inscribed in Ω. In this case, we write barp(σ). (ii) (Minimum edge length property) We say that Ω satisfies the minimum edge length property if there exists a constant d m > such that
for all i ̸ = j, where v , v , . . . , v n are the vertices of Ω. In this case, we write melp(d m ). (iii) (Maximum angle condition) We say that Ω satisfies the maximum angle condition if there exists a constant
for all interior angles β of Ω. In this case, we write MAC(ψ M ), (iv) (Minimum angle condition) We say that Ω satisfies the minimum angle condition if there exists a constant ψ m > such that < ψ m ≤ β for all interior angles β of Ω. In this case, we write mac(ψ m ). All along this work, when we say regular polygon, we refer to a polygon satisfying the regularity condition given by (2.1).
Some basic relationships
It is well known that the regularity assumption implies that the minimum interior angle is bounded away from zero. We state this result in the following lemma. Considering the rectangle R = [ , ] × [ , s], where < s < , and taking s → + , we see that the converse statement of Lemma 2.1 does not hold. Indeed, R verifies the condition mac(π/ ) (independently of s), but, when s tends to zero, R is not regular in the sense given by (2.1). However, on triangular elements, (barp) and (mac) are equivalent. We use this fact to show that, on general polygons, the regularity condition is a consequence of the minimum edge length property and the maximum angle condition. To our knowledge, this elementary result has not been established or demonstrated previously.
Proof. We prove this by induction on the number n of vertices of Ω. If n = , i.e., Ω is a triangle, the result follows from the law of sines. Indeed, we only have to prove that Ω has its minimum interior angle bounded away from zero. Let α be the minimum angle of Ω (if there is more than one choice, we choose it arbitrarily) and let l be the length of its opposite side. Since diam(Ω) is attained on one side of Ω, we can assume, without loss of generality, l ̸ = diam(Ω). We call β the opposite angle to diam(Ω). It is clear that β can not approach zero and since it is bounded above by ψ M , we get that / sin(β) ≤ C for some positive constant C. Then, from the law of sines and the assumption melp(d m ), we have
In consequence, sin(α) ≥ C − d m , which proves that α is bounded away from zero. Let n > . Since the diameter of Ω realizes as the length of its longest diagonal, i.e., the longest straight line joining two vertices of Ω, we need to consider two cases depending if these vertices are consecutive or not.
Assume that diam(Ω) is attained as the length of the line joining two non-consecutive vertices (these may not be unique, in this case we choose them arbitrarily). We can divide Ω by this diagonal into two convex polygons Ω and Ω with less number of vertices (see Figure 1 (A) ). It is clear that both of them satisfy MAC(ψ M ) and, since diam(Ω i ) = diam(Ω) and the set of vertices of Ω i is a subset of the vertices of Ω, we conclude that Ω i also verifies melp(d m ). Therefore, by the inductive hypothesis, Ω and Ω verify barp(σ ) and barp(σ ), respectively, for some constants σ , σ depending only on
Finally, if diam(Ω) is attained on a side of Ω, i.e., it is the length of the line joining two consecutive vertices v j− and v j (these may not be unique, in this case we choose them arbitrarily), we divide Ω by the diagonal joining v j− and v j+ into the triangle T = ∆(v j− v j v j+ ) and a convex polygon Ω (see Figure 1 (B) ). It is clear that T verifies melp(d m ) and MAC(ψ M ), so (by the case n = ) we have that T satisfies barp(σ ) for some positive constant σ . Then, since diam(T ) = diam(Ω) and ρ(Ω) ≥ ρ(T ), we have 
Wachspress coordinates and the error estimate

Wachspress coordinates
We start this section by remembering the definition of Wachspress coordinates and some of their main properties [8, 15] . Define the Wachspress weight function w i as the product of the area of the "boundary" triangle, formed by v i and its two adjacent vertices, and the areas of the n − interior triangles, formed by the point x and the polygon's adjacent vertices (making sure to exclude the two interior triangles that contain the vertex v i ), i.e.,
After applying the standard normalization, Wachspress coordinates are then given by
An equivalent expression of (3.1) for w i is given in [11] ; the main advantages of this alternative expression is that the result is easy to implement and it shows that only the edge xv i and its two adjacent angles α i and δ i are needed (see Figure 2 (A) ). Indeed, w i can be written as
where α i = ∠ xv i v i+ and δ i = β i − α i with β i being the inner angle of Ω associated to v i (see Figure 2) . The evaluation of the Wachspress basis function is carried out by using elementary vector calculus operations. The angles α i and δ i are not explicitly computed, as suggested in [11] , vector cross product and vector dot product formulas are used to find the cotangents. 
e., every point on Ω can be written as a convex combination of the
Error estimate for the first-order Wachspress interpolation operator
We only give a brief overview of some definitions and results which are of interest to us; for more details we refer to [7, 9, 13, 14] .
Let {λ i } be the Wachspress coordinates associated to Ω (see (3.2) ). Then we can consider the first-order interpolation operator I :
Properties (I)-(V) of the Wachspress coordinates (more generally, generalized barycentric coordinates) guarantee that I has the desirable properties of an interpolant. For this interpolant, called here the first-order Wachspress interpolation operator, the optimal convergence estimate
on polygons satisfying (barp, MAC, melp) was proved [9, Lemma 6] . 
About sharpness on geometric restrictions
Since (MAC, melp) are sufficient conditions to obtain (3.3), we wonder if some of these requirements can be relaxed in order to obtain the error estimate. This question was partially answered in [9] , where a counterex-ample, using pentagonal elements, is given in order to show that (MAC) can not be removed. For the sake of completeness, in Counterexample 4.1, we give a family of quadrilateral elements which does not satisfy (MAC) but it verifies (melp) and (3.3) does not hold. This example shows two things: (MAC) is necessary in order to obtain the error estimate and, since every element in this family is regular in the sense given by (2.1), (barp) is not enough to obtain (3.3).
On the other hand, in Counterexample 4.2, we present a family of quadrilaterals which does not satisfy (melp) but it verifies (MAC) and (3.3) does not hold. Then, in order to obtain the interpolation error estimate, (melp) is necessary.
In this sense, the question raised in [9] about identifying sharp geometric restrictions under which the error estimates for the first-order Wachspress interpolation operator holds can be considered as answered.
Counterexample 4.1. Consider the convex quadrilateral K s with the vertices v = ( , ), v = ( , ), v = (s, s), and v = ( , ), where / < s < . We will be interested in the case when s tends to / since then the family of quadrilaterals {K s } does not satisfy the maximum angle condition although it satisfies melp( / ).
Consider the function u(
An straightforward computation yields
.
Consider the triangle T s with vertices ( / , / ), ( / , / ) and ( / , ( s − )/( s)) (see Figure 3) . Then, on T s , we have / ≤ x ≤ / , / ≤ y ≤ ( s − )/( s) and x + y ≥ , so it follows that < (s − )(x + y) + s ≤ s − and (s − )x + s ≥ s − , and hence ∂λ ∂y
and, consequently,
Since
, we conclude that (3.3) can not hold. 
